2013 - and still a victim of Judicial Conspiracy! Bernie Tocholke, Bruno, MN
PLEASE, IS THERE ANYBODY THAT CAN GET ME IDEAS? HOW
CAN I GET NATIONAL PUBLICITY WITHOUT GETTING FORCED
INTO BURNING A FLAG? SOLVING THE ERROR IS THE MISSION.
THE PROBLEM: Back in 2002, the Kenosha Court system with the help of a vindictive attorney
concocted an egregious error for my income. It was double of what the banks and IRS accepted as being
my income. To see the facts go to, www.screwedkenoshastyle.com which is my website, which was
started AFTER I was wrongfully incarcerated the first time. Once at the website, scroll down on the
graph until you see “Judge Mary K. Wagner” on the left side. Click on her square, then, click on “Is she
Just?” To study the error, read the first 5 pages. I am about $140,000 wrongfully in arrearages!

THE RETURN FIGHT: I am NOT an attorney, nor can I afford an attorney. Public Defenders do
NOT get provided to Family Court victims. Therefore, I have to fight the system without help. I have
appealed numerous times and always have been rejected. In fact I filed documents all the way up to the
United States Supreme Court, and there I have been rejected too. I exhausted my efforts to everyone I
could think of, from hundreds of politicians to many media publicity avenues, and still have never
received a cure. Listen to my talk show interviews on my website. I have even written 3 books on what
happened in my judicial experience.
1. “TORN ASUNDER, In The Jaws of a Cult”, the secret inside look of what it was like
within a cult which in the end told my wife to leave me. Read how the Cult taught to literally beat
their children black & blue to break the child’s spirit so they can be useful to God. Medicine &
doctors were condemned which resulted in abuse and death. Read how they “murdered” a man by
trying to attempt pushing his hernia back inside him which was the size of a volley ball!
2. “THE BLACK ROBE CONSPIRACY”, is the account of how things transpired in the court
system (in sequence). There is a lot of information on my website which is more splattered than
this direct course of how things happened and with much more detail. Judge Wagner literally ran
out of the courtroom as I entered it for my hearing. Judge Schroeder declared that he approved in
principals beating children with sawed-off golf clubs, and would NOT call it child abuse!
3. “WRONGFULLY SHACKLED”, is my experience of the events and situations of what
happened in the Kenosha County Jail. Is it lavish? Or is it despicable?
I have tried everything except creating a flag burning scene. I think it would get national publicity but is
that my ONLY option? Please respond if you have any ideas that will work. If I am demonstrating in
Washington, DC please contact me directly. I will NOT burn a flag until after I get rejected from the WI
Supreme Court. After that I will do the demonstrations out of a survival zeal and necessity.

